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how to apply makeup pdf
Apply Moisturizer, wait 1 minute, then blot off excess with tissue. If you do not wish to apply a foundation
under the rest of your makeup (if you want to apply eye makeup to your natural skin, for instance), skip steps
4-8 and proceed directly to 9. Be sure to have applied moisturizer to your eyelids so the colors will have
something to cling to! 3.
Basic Full-Face Makup Application
To apply makeup as a beginner, start by washing your face and applying a moisturizer, to make sure your
skin is hydrated. Dab small dots of a light foundation across your face with your finger and use a brush to
blend the foundation evenly across your skin. Next, apply concealer to any blemishes.
How to Apply Makeup for Beginners: 12 Steps (with Pictures)
The mineral makeup powder will deflect light and hide imperfections. It can be dusted on with a large makeup
brush. Use a smaller brush to highlight cheekbones with the mineral makeup, or apply blush. For best results,
dust excess powder off the brush before applying to face. Apply loose powders in a cir-cular motion.
How to Apply Makeup in 10 Easy Steps - CVS
applying with a liner brush at the water line of the eye area. You can easily do this by gently pulling down on
the eyelid and starting at the outer point of the eye move inward along the rim. Finish up the lower lid
application by going back and apply liner over the top of the lower eyelashes at the eye line.
Basic 101 Makeup with Contouring & Highlighting Effects
Although the toner should be left on. Wipe both fingers over each other just to spread the eye cream.2cm of
cream. Step 13.How to Apply Makeup Professionally Step 10: Take your toner and apply a generous amount
onto two round cotton wools.The last step to your daily skin care routine is Moisturizer. the access can be
removed with a tissue. Finally.
How to Apply Makeup Professionally PDF - scribd.com
2. Apply highlight color very lightly to the inside corner of the eye and blend. 3. Apply a LINE of highlight color
to your cheekbone, starting below the darkest part of the eye and following the cheekbone toward the ear.
Blend edges upward. 4. Apply a medium-strong line of highlight color from your kit down the center/bridge of
the nose and blend edges.
Makeup Application Guidelines - Miss Kathey
In applying makeup, you need to make certain considerations to be on the safe side. For one, if your skin is
allergic to certain types of makeup, then you should carefully select the makeup products you would apply on
it.
100 Make Up Tips - infositelinks.com
Milady's Step-by-Step Makeup Videos Course 208 Pages Â· 2007 Â· 5.63 MB Â· 109 Downloads when
applying makeup , Chapter 1 Guidelines for a Great Makeup Application 5 To correct, shade ...
How to Apply Makeup Professionally - PDF Drive
Share on Facebook, opens a new window Share on Twitter, opens a new window Share on LinkedIn Share
by email, opens mail client confidence for yourself. Youâ€™re not only going to learn how to apply makeup
correctly, youâ€™re going to learn how to apply it professionally. respect to the accuracy ...
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then apply the foundation to get a more natural, even tone. Eye makeup begins with soft pink base eye
shadow over the whole lid, a deeper rose for the contouring of the eye, applied over the outer edges of
How to Apply Makeup Professionally
apply a considerable amount underneath the dark circles, down to the end of your nose. Blend downward
and outward with a kabuki brush or with your makeup sponge.
Bare to Brilliant in Thirty Minutes - East Tennessee State
Then, apply primer with your fingers to ensure your makeup lasts all day. Step 2 : Using a duo fiber brush
(the kind with white tips!), apply foundation all over the skin and blend it onto the neck.
The Ultimate Step-By-Step Tutorial for How To Apply Face
What Comes First: The Ultimate Makeup Checklist. Makeup.com. Is there a right order when it comes to
applying makeup? This may be one of the oldest questions in the beauty book. ... Highlighter is the final step
to your face makeup. Apply it to your cheekbones and the bridge of your nose â€” and anywhere else natural
light would touch and reflect.
What Comes First: The Ultimate Makeup Checklist
Basic Eyeshadow Eyes To me, the eyes are so important that I seem to always (or at least 99 ... Your goal
with applying eye makeup is to open the eyes up, lift them, and make them appear their most youthful. Now
to achieve this, there are a couple of key things that we need to consider. The first is their shape and where
we need to apply your
Basic Eyeshadow - makeup tutorial videos
Milady Standard Makeup, Edition: 1 Author (s): Michelle Dâ€™Allaird, Brooke Boles, Gina Boyce, Sheila
McKenna, Sandra ... 15â€“1 Makeup Application for Burn Survivors / 362 15â€“2 Concealing Vitiligo with
Manual Makeup Application / 365 15â€“3 Camouï¬‚ aging Hyperpigmentation
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